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ABSTRACT

Background The electronic health record (EHR) used in the examination room, is becoming the primary method of medical data storage in primary care practice in the USA. One of the challenges in using EHRs is maintaining effective patient–provider communication. Many studies have focused on communication in the examination room.

Purpose Scant research exists on the best methods in educating nurse practitioners and other primary care providers (clinicians). The purpose of this study was to explore various health record training programmes for clinicians.

Methods One researcher participated in and observed three health systems’ EHR training programmes for ambulatory care providers in the Pacific Northwest. A focused ethnographic approach was used, emphasising patient–provider communication.

Results Only one system had formalised communication training in their class, the other two systems emphasised only the software and data aspects of the EHR.

Conclusions The fact that clinicians are expected to use EHRs in the examination room necessitates the inclusion of communication training in EHR training programmes and/or as a part of primary care nurse practitioner education programmes.
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What is known about this subject
- The computer in the examination room impacts the encounter, communication and the patient–provider relationship.
- The EHR is a tool that can enhance patient–provider communication and empower patients.

What this paper adds
- Current health systems training is not standardised and does not incorporate content regarding patient–provider communication.
- Better models of training–education need to be established, with the almost universal usage of EHRs in primary care settings.
Introduction

Electronic health records (EHRs) are an effective, efficient and secure way of both storing patient information and sharing this information with all who provide care to the patient while addressing many safety and quality concerns. EHRs can reduce medication errors, increase preventative care, help providers keep track of patients with chronic diseases and improve adherence to clinical practice guidelines.\(^1\) In addition, an EHR that includes electronic prescribing as well as electronic charting offers substantial financial benefits to individual clinics, primary care organisations and the larger healthcare system.\(^2\) Moreover, as patients in the future begin accessing their own health records for self-care, primary care clinicians may be expected to facilitate the use of these systems by their patients.\(^3\) Few studies have been done to investigate consequences of introducing EHR technology in primary care and ambulatory care settings where the majority of health care occurs. Effective implementation of an EHR in a small primary care practice can be limited by poor understanding of how the clinic functions and how informal decisions occur, issues that existed many years before EHR implementation.\(^4\) New technology must take into account the interaction of practice members as a team and how it intersects with the new technology.\(^5\)

A number of studies have focused on how the EHR impacts upon patient–provider communication in the examination room, either positively or negatively.\(^6\)–\(^12\) A common conclusion of all studies is that communication issues need to be addressed before providers begin using EHRs with patients so as to maximise the EHR potential.

Based on our interest about communication in the examination room and how to assist new clinicians to integrate computer use, nursing and medical student EHR training specifically related to communication was lacking. In addition, the literature lacked a comparison of healthcare system strategies for training providers in the use of EHR. Because of this paucity of information, we examined EHR training at three different healthcare systems in the Pacific Northwest to observe actual training procedures. We chose classes that were geared directly toward practitioners in the outpatient setting, i.e. physicians and nurse practitioners.

Methods

We carried out a literature review from CINAHL and Medline data bases using the search terms ‘electronic health record’, ‘communication’ and ‘primary care’.

This descriptive study used an ethnographic focus. Ethnography is a set of qualitative research methods borrowed from the field of cultural anthropology that focuses on describing the colour and texture of human conduct in natural situations.\(^13\) Cecil Helman MD and medical anthropologist defined three fundamental tasks that characterise the ethnographic approach: (1) observing what people do; (2) investigating what people say they do, believe and think; and (3) interpreting what people actually believe and think.\(^14\) The core principles of ethnography involve defining a question, interviewing informants, becoming a participant observer in a community or setting, analysing one’s observations and presenting results.\(^15\)

Participant observation, the foundation of this observational study, is characterised by a lengthy social interaction between the investigator and the informants during which data is discretely and systematically collected.\(^16\) Participant observation should aim to place the investigator in the midst of an unfolding story. By asking and answering questions relevant to the story, the investigator can develop insights about how events are experienced and reported.\(^15\)

Participant observation

For approximately 20 hours, the first author attended EHR trainings for three different healthcare systems in the greater Portland, Oregon area. Findings of these observations included descriptions of the settings of the classes, the content of the trainings and information about who provides EHR training within these three systems. Reflective field notes, memoing and discussions among researchers occurred around first authors experiences in these trainings. IRB (research ethics) approval was not sought for this observational exercise as training is considered part of regular business practice and no identities of individuals were saved or recorded. For identification purposes, the three healthcare systems were assigned the letters A, B and C. Health system A is a closed-panel Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) with approximately 8.7 million members and 14,000 employed physicians with 421 clinics. It provides services in various geographical areas nationwide. Health system B is a private organisation subsidised by state funding with a medical university and approximately 1000 physicians in eight primary care clinics and numerous specialty clinics throughout the state of Oregon. Health system C is an open panel full-spectrum health service provider with over 20 primary care clinics in Oregon employing 350 physicians and approximately 30 hospitals in five western states.
Results

Each of these three healthcare systems structured its EHR training differently. Health system A’s EHR training was part of the Department of Graduate Education, the instructors of the classes had a widely varied educational background, some had a healthcare background; others did not. The level of education varied with the majority of trainers having a four-year university education. The most important criteria for this system were knowledge of the particular EHR and the ability to impart that knowledge to clinicians. Health system B’s training was part of a large IT department; the majority of trainers had a healthcare background from medical technicians to RNs. However, none of the trainers had used the EHR as part of primary care practice. It was not known if any of the trainers had any primary care experience. Health system C’s EHR training was based in the outpatient division or clinic services department. The trainer was an RN responsible for a number of continuing education programme trainings. The training structure of all three systems was different, with no standardisation across these healthcare systems.

All three systems spent most of the training time on how to use the various features of the EHR such as order entry, looking up patient information, documentation and communicating with other clinicians within the EHR. Each participant in all three trainings had access to a computer. The trainings differed in length and set-up from one 8-hour day to several 4-hour modules.

Health system A’s training focused more extensively on patient–provider communication issues than the other two systems. Yet, in the 8 hours of health system A’s training, only 30 minutes focused on watching a video on the use of the EHR in the examination room. Health system A’s training video presented multiple scenes with either a medical assistant or a primary care clinician using the EHR in an examination room. The first of these scenes showed the ‘wrong’ way to use the computer in the examination room, such as walking straight to the computer without introducing yourself to the patient, looking only at the computer, complaining about the computer system, cutting the patient off when talking in order to answer computer prompts and positioning the computer as a barrier between the patient and the provider.

The video scenes showing the ‘right’ way to use the computer start with the clinician entering the room and introducing herself to the patient. She then explains the use of the computer as she turns the computer at an angle so that she can look at the patient and the computer screen as well. If she has any data that she wants the patient to see, such as laboratory results, she turns the computer so that they can both see the computer screen and she explains to the patient what they are looking at and how it impacts the patient’s health.

Health system B’s 6 hours of training did not address any communication issues at all. In health system C’s 4 hours of training, communication was addressed for approximately 15 minutes. The trainer explained that health system C does not expect its primary care clinicians to use the computer system in any one way and that it may take some time to become familiar with using an EHR with a patient. Different clinicians use the computer system as they deem fit, most of them entering in information in the examination room but not completing their documentation until after the visit. Table 1 summarises the variety of methods used in training clinicians to use the EHR in clinical practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>System A</th>
<th>System B</th>
<th>System C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total length of training (hours)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of classes required before able to use system</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of trainees</td>
<td>Providers</td>
<td>All outpatient staff, then providers</td>
<td>Providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trainees (including observer)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12, then 11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time devoted to patient–provider communication</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal findings

Although all three healthcare systems had similar formalised EHR training, they differed significantly in the way that they taught patient–provider communication in the exam room. Only one healthcare system had any formalised communication training, recommending the ‘right’ way to use an EHR in the exam room. According to the literature, a computer in the examination impacts the encounter, communication and the patient–provider relationship.7–10,12,17,18

Implications for practice and teaching

It is necessary to teach clinicians – both nurses and physicians – early on in their education, how to efficiently use EHRs because of many policy changes promoting EHR adoption throughout the USA and the increasing use of EHRs worldwide. Limited data exists on EHRs and the education of healthcare providers. Computer training by self-reports leads to more favourable attitudes to computers, less computer anxiety and more awareness of co-workers expectations about computer use in community health centres.19

The small amount of literature on educating nursing and medical students in the use of EHRs focuses on training in the ‘nuts and bolts’ or technical aspects of the systems, techniques for gathering information from the patient, security concerns and data management.20–22

Because of the multitude of challenges and potential pitfalls of EHR use in patient communication, a significant portion of this training should focus on how the computer in the examination room impacts the patient–provider relationship.17 Providers should be taught that the way in which they use the computer impacts how the patients view their visits with their clinician. For example, nursing and medical students can participate in mock patient–clinician scenarios in which they are exposed to different communication techniques. The students determine which set up and communication techniques make them feel more comfortable as a ‘patient’. Candid interviews can occur with patients or set up patient panels to obtain the patient’s perspective of different communication techniques.

Videos, as shown by health system A, are also an effective means of demonstrating communication techniques that enhance the patient–provider relationship.

By teaching providers the ‘right’ way to use the computer in the examination room by using video examples of behaviours that enhance or detract from the patient relationship, health system A is teaching a consistent practice that providers will be able to emulate during patient encounters. This method is consistent with recommendations found in the literature.10,23 In summary, based on observation of three training sessions and working in five different clinical sites these recommendations remain essential for using the EHR as a tool for enhancing the communication between patient and provider.

Comparison with the literature

Historically, the provider–patient relationship has been viewed as a dyad with the examination room being set up to reflect that reality.

With the addition of the computer to the examination room, the relationship has become three way.24,25 Being aware of the room set-up is essential when there is a computer in the examination room.17 Using laptop computers or monitors on mobile arms is important for promoting communication in the examination room. Mobility is the key. The patient should be able to see information on the computer screen and the provider should be able to turn and face the patient in order to make good eye contact.9,23

Another important factor in promoting good communication is making a connection with the patient before looking at the computer. A good way to do this is to begin with small talk, then explain to the patient that the provider will now be using the computer for charting. During times when they will be looking up information, the clinician should explain what they are doing, so there is not an uncomfortable silence.10,23

When a patient is sharing emotional problems or otherwise needs undivided attention, the clinician should know to push the computer away and focus their attention to the patient.10,23

In patient encounters using an EHR, the frequency of provider-initiated discussion about self-care increases due to the EHR cues providing easy access to laboratory and other data which can prompt questions about self-care.9 Communication between patient and provider can be enhanced by setting up the room in an ‘open’ manner, so that the provider can look at the patient and the patient can also see the screen. This research noted that while the provider is using the computer, the patient may have time to think of questions or concerns they may have forgotten.17

Examination room set-up and its impact on patient communication is paramount to patient-centred care. A negative correlation exists between using the computer and eye contact/conversation with the patient, and a positive correlation between use of closed questions and use of the keyboard. The room set-up prevented patients from seeing the computer screen, and the providers did not share EHR information with the patients. Communication is negatively impacted
when only the provider can see the screen and the computer prompts a provider into asking closed questions. Pearce et al. discuss ways to position the desk, computer, its component elements and the patient chair to make the examination room in a GP practice more inclusive.

The individual provider communication skills whether positive or negative, were amplified after the implementation of the EHR. If patients are to be receptive to an EHR and feel at ease with their provider, patient-centred communication skills are necessary before beginning to use an EHR in the examination room.

Different provider communication styles may be amplified when the EHR is used. ‘Informationally focused’ providers used the computer-guided questions; ‘interpersonal’ style providers focused on their patient’s narratives and faced the patient more while using the computer less; and ‘managerial’ providers alternately focused on the patient and computer at different times. As well, computer position in the examination room impacts communication and a provider’s communication style may determine the room set-up.

Focusing on nurse practitioner (NP) practice in the UK, NPs reported a negative impact of the computer in their patient consultations, disrupting their connection–relationship with the patient and leading to longer consultations. These NPs struggled with how to record and type information with the patient present and develop individual strategies for addressing this. Sharing information with patients for some NPs reflected their sense of inadequacy and the need to appear expert to the patients, while others found sharing information helpful in validating and reinforcing their management plans with patients.

Limitations of this study
This research study, although exploring a timely and significant issue, is limited by observing training in three healthcare systems in the Pacific Northwest. Our research did not explore training for nursing students, medical students and medical residents, which may have a different focus. The unique perspective of patient and provider on EHR training needs was lacking in this study.

Conclusions
The EHR is a tool to enhance communication and empower patients and should be used as such. EHRs are more than just technical systems to be learned as complicated recording devices. In order to realise their full potential in health care, EHRs must be presented to clinicians in a manner that emphasises their full potential in the exam room and beyond. More research is needed about how to standardise the training for all clinicians so that these objectives can be met.
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